Free writing tools
absolute essentials

The master template: ORSON
Whenever you’re drafting an email longer than two or three sentences, the
body of your message must unfold in a logical manner. For business email,
“ORSON” represents the three stages critical to this logical flow.

Harriet:

The three stages of ORSON

I’m writing to seek your help with two separate events at next month’s conference. This message will lay out what I’m asking for, and I really hope you can attend.

OR

Orient the Reader.  State clearly both the
topic and the purpose of your message.

March 16 – Feedback sessions
This is the first event where I could use your help — these sessions (1h 20min) are critical to
the certification process. While WorldTeam will be the primary “feedback givers,” I’m seeking
your participation at two points:
• overseeing the process in one of the breakout rooms (Casey and I will do the same in the
other breakout rooms);
• providing the participants with additional feedback, after WorldTeam says its piece.

SO

Spell Out the details.  May be a single
paragraph or many—it depends on the complexity of your information.
When you have more than one major topic, use
headlines to clearly delineate those topics.
Bullet separate items or points.

N

Nail down. Bring the message to a close.
Discuss where you’d like to see things go from
here. Review next steps, any actions you or the
reader will take. Reiterate a key point.

I’m certain your knowledge and experience will enrich the entire process.
March 18 – DSM curriculum
The second event has to do with the global training managers’ meeting on March 18. At that
meeting, I’d like you to present the DSM development curriculum and the established competencies (45 min). It will give the training managers a better understanding of two things:
• what the DSM curriculum has to offer for DSM development;
• the role the curriculum will play in a DSM Career Development Plan.
Next steps
Please let me know ASAP, first, whether you can participate, and second, whether the we’ve allotted for each session is okay with you. Then, as soon as you can manage, please provide two things:
• a quick synopsis of the DSM presentation;
• the actual presentation, i.e., PowerPoint.
It would be GREAT if you could help us!
George L. Bradley
Senior Director
Walsham Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
1600 Walsham Way
Kenilworth, NJ 07033
Tel: 918-555-5463
Fax: 918-555-6788
Email: gbradley@walshampharma.com
Website: www.walshampharma.com
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Note on your signature: Include complete contact
information—even when you think the reader
already has it. For more on this topic, see our Free
Writing Tools: Sample No. 5—Handling the Signature.
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